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Getting Started
Browser & Operating System - IMPORTANT
When editing the club website for usability, performance and security
purposes you should always use the latest version of any currently supported
browser eg:
•

Microsoft Edge (Windows 10)

•

Mozilla Firefox (Windows 10 or Apple Mac)

•

Google Chrome (Windows 10 or Apple Mac)

•

Safari (Apple Mac)

You can usually download the latest versions of your browser by clicking on
the HELP and ABOUT links in the browser toolbar/menu. Microsoft Edge will
be updated by the operating system.
You should always ensure that:
•

Your operating system is kept up-to-date with the latest updates and
security patches

•

You have installed a reputable Anti-Virus program

•

You run regular virus scans to check your system out

Note: It is strongly recommended that you do not use any obsolete
operating system or other software to edit your club site, including but not
limited to:
•

Internet Explorer (All browser versions)

•

Windows 7

•

Windows Vista

•

Windows XP (All operating system versions)

•

MacOS 10.12: Sierra or earlier
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Logging in
If you are logged into the members area of the SIGBI website, then you
MUST log out of this before you can log into the administration panel:
Return to the Public Area by clicking on the Main Site link/button

Then, at the right hand end of the black bar at the top of the webpage,
hover over the shadow person to see the options and click on LOG OUT.

OR
To login to your club website without having been logged in as a member,
you need to visit: https://sigbi.org/wp-admin.

Either way, you will be presented with the
login page.

Enter your username and password (these
will have been supplied when your
account was created by Federation
Office).
Then click the “Log In” button.
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Lost/Forgotten Password?
If you have forgotten your password, or the password you are entering is not
accepted, please select the “Lost
your password?” link on the login
screen.

On the next screen enter your email
address and click “Get New
Password”.
Provided that you are already
registered as a website administrator
under that email address, you will
receive an email from sigbi.org
containing a link that you need to
click to confirm your request for a new
password. Open the email and click
the link.

You will then be directed to a screen where you can enter a new password:
Enter a password of your choice,
twice as indicated. You will be
advised as to the strength of your
password (Weak, Medium or Strong).
Then click the “Reset Password”
button.”
If you cannot get a new password,
because your email address is
unrecognised, then contact
Federation Office as it may be that
you are not registered as an Editor for
the website.
This may be because you have
recently taken over as Club Website
Administrator and the change has not
been notified to Federation Office.
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Adding/Amending/Deleting a User
If you want:
•

more than one person to be able to update the website

•

to change your website administrator

•

to remove one of the people able to amend the website

please contact Federation Office as soon as the change is required.

Brand New Website?
If you have requested a new website, when your new website template is
created, it has no pages or posts, so you need to create them. This is
described in detail in the following sections.
To see what a ‘standard’ Homepage looks like, see the Club Homepage
section on page 96.
You can view your site at any time from within a page or post by clicking
“Preview Page” or “Preview Post” respectively. This is described in more
detail in the following sections.
If you click “Publish” on your pages, they will become live and you can view
them in the normal way be navigating to your website URL. However, they
will not appear in the Menu on your homepage until you create or edit your
own Club Menu (see page 91).
The link from the SIGBI Website Club Finder is not created until you inform
Federation Office that your site is ready to go live.
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Pages or Posts?
There are key differences between posts and pages which it is important to
understand when creating your website content.

Pages are the main structure of the site. They contain the information which
probably doesn’t change very often but which you want to keep visible in
the same place for people to find easily whether they visit the site today,
next week or in 3 months time. Typically they will include general information
about your club, a President’s welcome, meeting places and times, details
of your programme of activities for the coming year etc.
You decide how you want the pages displayed using the menu structure
eg, whether one page is a main one in its own right at the top level of the
menu (known as a Parent) or whether it is a sub-page of another one (a
Child). You also decide which page you want to display as the Home Page,
referred to as the Front Page in the dashboard (see page 96 for editing the
Homepage).

Posts (blog posts) are essentially announcements and news items,
descriptions of a recent event or activity, reminders of the special event
happening next week, etc. Entries are listed in chronological order (newest
at the top) in the blog section on your website. You may want viewers to see
them now, but in a few months’ time they will be less relevant so it doesn’t
matter if they have been pushed down the list by new blog posts.
Posts can use categories to group similar items together and tags to give
further descriptions - these can also help the Search Engine Optimisation
(SEO) of your website.

Both pages and posts can contain text, images, videos, links elsewhere etc
but only blogs can use tags and categories, and only blogs can use a
featured image.
The process of adding content to either a Page or a Post is the same once
you have made your choice from the side menu, but some of the specific
Options or Attributes may vary between the items. The Editors used are
described in the following pages just once where the instructions are the
same for Pages and Posts. Differences between the Options and Attributes
will be shown in the corresponding sections.
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Deleting Published Pages / Posts
Once a Page or Post has been published it may have been indexed by the
Search Engines, so care must be taken if you decide to completely remove
a page or post – simply deleting them could cause search engines to
present the page link to a potential viewer only to end up with an ‘Oops,
page not found message’ when the link is clicked. This should be avoided at
all costs as it has a detrimental effect on the reputation of your site.

Pages
Ideally, you should replace the content of a page with new content rather
than automatically deleting a page.
If you can’t ‘re-purpose’ a page with new content, you should annotate the
content to state that it is old material and include a link to the latest or more
relevant version. The ‘new’ page can then be included in the menu, and
the old page removed from the menu. This would prevent any error
messages for page not found, would make it less likely that visitors will see
the outdated material, and give a path to finding the new material if
anyone does end up clicking on an old link.
If you have a very unusual circumstance in which you think that a page
absolutely must be deleted, a redirection can be put in place by HQ. In this
case please send details of the page which you will be deleting and where
you want to redirect to, to hq@sigbi.org. Do not delete the page until the
redirection is in place.

Posts
Again, it should not normally be necessary to delete any blog Posts. No
matter how old they are, Posts are a valuable resource demonstrating the
work and ethos of your club.
You can re-publish posts with updated wording if you want, or assign them
to an ‘Archive’ or ‘historical’ etc category if you wish which shouldn’t have
any effect on the ability of search engines to link to the material.
The fact that you have a track record of regularly publishing quality material
is of great benefit to your site’s reputation on the internet!
If you have a very pressing need to remove a post completely rather than
simply archiving or amending the old version, please contact HQ to arrange
for a redirection.
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Editor Systems – Classic, Backend, Frontend, etc…
When you start adding or editing any pages or posts, you will be presented
with multiple ways or screens for doing the work - or ‘Editors’.
There are currently four different editors, each of which allow you to do
roughly the same thing but in different ways so you may need to experiment
with them all to find the one or two which work best for you. For example, for
basic text and single image content you may decide that the Classic mode
is quick and easy, but if you want to be more creative then you can switch
to the Backend (or WPBakery Page Builder) when needed.

Classic Mode: As the name suggests, this is the original and more basic
editor which was all we had available on the old websites. Using the ‘visual’
version is similar to creating text and inserting images in any word processor,
and what you see on the screen is pretty much how it looks when the page
is published.

Backend, also known as the WPBakery Page Builder: With this option you
build a page/post using building blocks – selecting the type of content (text,
single image, carousel, etc) from a large collection of elements and
dragging and dropping them to change position. There are lots of settings
for individual items so you can really make things your own. What you see
on the editor screen is essentially a list of the building blocks you have
slotted into place, and looks nothing like a finished item so you need to
PREVIEW to see the net result.

Frontend Editor: This allows you to make changes to pages/posts from
screens which look like the actual live site.

Gutenberg Editor: This is similar to the Backend/WPBakery Page Builder, using
blocks to build content. It is currently disabled on the SIGBI sites, although still
shown on the editor bar. If you click to use it you will end up with either
Classic or Backend instead. Just ignore it!

Don’t panic! If you have created something in Classic and then moved on
to make further changes to the same page/post in Frontend, when you go
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back to Classic you may see a lot of code on the page like…
[/vc_column_text][/vc_column][/vc_row][vc_row][vc_column][vc_single_im
age image="4570" img_size="medium" alignment="right"
style="vc_box_circle_2"
onclick="link_image"][/vc_column][/vc_row][vc_row][vc_column][vc_image
s_carousel images="4492,4491,4490,4489,4488,4487" img_size="large"
speed="3000" autoplay="yes"
wrap="yes"][/vc_column][/vc_row][vc_row][vc_column][vc_media_grid
gap="15" grid_id="vc_gid:1588430723969-0ffaef3e-2a02-0"
include="4492,4491,4490,4489,4488,4487"][/vc_column][/vc_row]
This is just how the system codes things, and because it wasn’t done in
Classic Mode then Classic doesn’t know what to do with it properly on the
editor screen. Don’t delete any of it unless you really want to get rid of the
work you’ve done! Provided that the final page/post looks good in Preview,
then the code is doing its job.
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Which Editor am I using?
If you create a new page or post it may have started up in Classic mode,
which you would see like this – the three options showing on the bluey-pink
editor bar are the other editors of Backend / Frontend / Gutenberg.

If it starts up in Backend (WPBakery Page Builder) it would look like this and
the bluey-pink bar now shows Classic / Frontend / Gutenberg:
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A blank new page in the Frontend Editor would look like this.

– click the “Backend Editor” button near the top right to get back to the
main admin system again.

If you click on the Gutenberg button, the editor changes to WPBakery Page
Builder (or stays there if that’s where you are already).

The two main editors discussed in this Guide are CLASSIC and BACKEND
(WPBakery Page Builder).
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Using Classic Mode
From the left-hand side menu of the Dashboard, go to ‘Pages’ or ‘Posts’,
then click ‘Add New’ or choose an existing item to edit.
If necessary, click on the ‘Classic Mode’ button on the editor strip.

Then enter a page or post title.

In the large white space in the centre of the screen, type whatever text you
want to appear in the page/post. Don’t forget to put at least one Heading
on the page by selecting some text, clicking on the ‘Paragraph’ dropdown
box and choose ‘Heading 2’
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You can copy text from a word document and add links and PDF
downloads, these are dealt with in later sections of this guide.
To insert an image, click the cursor into the place you want the image to
appear. Then click the ‘Add Media’ button.

In the Media Library listing, click on the image you want to use to get a tick
in the corner, then click the ‘Insert into page’ button.
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To move content around, you can use copy and paste as you would in any
word processor.
The Classic editor gives a reasonable representation of the final result, but to
see it properly click on the ‘Preview’ button.

For more detail on using images, see the dedicated Images section of this
guide on page 46.
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Using WPBakery Page Builder/ Backend Editor
From the left-hand side menu of the Dashboard, go to ‘Pages’ or ‘Posts’,
then click ‘Add New’ or open an existing item to edit.
If necessary, click on the ‘Backend Editor’ button on the editor strip.

Then enter a page or post title.

To add a simple text block, click ‘Add Text Block’ in the middle of the
screen.
A new text block will
appear, containing
some dummy text.
Hover over the text to
see the green info
bar and then click
the pencil button to
edit the block.
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Replace the dummy text with your content, don’t forget to put at least one
Heading on the page by selecting some text, clicking on the ‘Paragraph’
dropdown box and choose ‘Heading 2’.

Finally click ‘Save Changes’.
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You can copy text from a word document and add links and PDF
downloads, these are dealt with in later sections of this guide.
To add a new block (or ‘element’) for more content, click on the + sign
underneath the first section to add a new item

You will now see a list of all the different types of content you can use –
there are quite a few! If you know you want something specific and can’t
see it, you can always use the search box in the top right.
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To add your new element BEFORE the one you’ve already done, click on
the + sign at the top of the existing section instead of the one at the bottom.

To add images, click + to add an element in the place you want it (before
or after existing content) then choose an appropriate type of element eg.
single image.
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Under the Image heading, click on the + sign to open the Media Library for
selecting an image.

Click on the image you want to use to get a tick in the corner, then click the
‘Set Image’ button.
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Then click the ‘Save changes’ button.

For more detail on using images, see the dedicated Images section on
page 46.

To move blocks around,
hover the mouse over a
block until the green edit
bar appears

Then click on the
first item showing
Keep the left mouse
button pressed down to
drag the block to the
desired position, release
the button when you
have finished the move.
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To see how your page/post is going to look, click on the ‘Preview’ button.

For useful tips on using WP Bakery, you can find some video tutorials here:
•

https://wpbakery.com/video-tutorials/

•

https://wpbakery.com/video-academy/add-text-block-wpbakerypage-builder-wordpress/?v=9025a1ae8c64
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Pages
Adding a New Page
From the left-hand side menu of the Dashboard, go to ‘Pages’, then click
‘Add New’.

On the next screen, decide whether you want to start working in Classic
Mode, or Backend etc. (See pages 11 - 18 for further guidance on the
Editors.)
Add a title and text content etc (see instructions for specific editors earlier
and images etc later).
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When first created, a new page is not visible to the public. You can click the
‘Save Draft’ at any time to save the work you have done,
whilst keeping the page not visible to the public on the
website. (The system also saves your page as a draft while
you are working on it.)
If any of the boxes on the RH side of the screen (eg Page Attributes) are
closed up (ie the options they offer are not visible), click the down arrow at
the RH side of the box to expand it.

It is important to remember to set all the various options for your page
before publishing it, otherwise it may not appear as you intended. However
if you do need to make changes later, simply edit the page and select the
relevant options.
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Options Available for Pages (Attributes)
At the right-hand side of the page, there are several boxes where you can
select various options for how the page is displayed. They may not be in the
same order from top to bottom as the order of the descriptions below. You
can change their placing on the screen by moving the curser to the
heading of the box so that it changes to a 4 headed arrow “move” shape,
then click and drag the box to where you want it.
Page Attributes Section The options in this box should be
selected before publishing the page. Please note that the
‘Parent’ and ‘Page Order’ no longer govern the structure of
your website when it goes live, but you can use these to
ensure that the pages as listed in the Pages section of the
Dashboard are logical when you are working on them.
Parent: If the page is to remain at the top level of the website
(i.e. visible to users as soon as they view the website), then
leave the Parent box defaulted to “no parent”. If you click on the arrow
next to this box, you will see that all the pages (including sub- pages if
applicable) are listed. You can select any page from this list, and the page
you are editing will then become a “sub-page”.
Template: The default setting is “Default Template” which should remain
unchanged.
Page Order: Pages are displayed alphabetically unless a page order is
specified. The default number is 0, and if you change this setting for only one
page, then that page will be displayed at the bottom of the list of pages
shown in the Dashboard. If you decide to use this option, then ALL pages
must be numbered for them to appear in the required order. Tip: Page
ordering works on one level of pages only. Therefore, if you want to order
sub-pages, you can use the numbers starting from 1 again to order the
pages below a parent page. Only whole numbers can be used (ie not 1.1,
1.2 etc). Good practice is to number pages 10, 20, 30 etc, so that if further
pages are required to be added at a later stage, they can be slotted in
where required using the unused numbers.
Featured Image: this option appears on the right side panel for Pages, but
doesn’t actually do anything even if you select an image. Featured Images
are only relevant to blog Posts, so don’t bother trying to use it on a Page!
For further information on how to change the structure of your website ie.
how the pages are organised in the live site menu, see “Club Menu” on
page 91.
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Tip: When a page is in draft form (a), the options in this box
are slightly different to after it has been published (b).

Publish a Page

a)

b)

Before a page is published for the first time (ie when it is in draft form) click
the large “Publish” button to make your page visible when viewing the site.
This button will then change to Update, which you need to click whenever
you want to save the page in future.
To see what the page looks like before it is published, click “Preview”. After a
page is published for the first time you can also view any proposed changes
to the page by clicking “Preview Changes” before you actually commit to
clicking the “Update” button.
The other three options available from the Publish box are described below.
To amend any of them, click the blue “Edit” link next to the item, and to
accept a change click “OK” or click “cancel” if no change if required.
Status: Before the page is published, the status is shown as “Draft”. When it is
published it is shown as “Published”. You can change the status back to
draft using this button but once the page has been published it will remain
live and any further changes saved will also be published. If you want to
remove it temporarily, try setting the Visibility to Private, or remove it from the
menu (see page 95).
Visibility: Choose from Public (anyone can see the page), Password
Protected (you can create a “members only” area using this option (see
next section), or Private – not visible on the website at all.
Published on: If you want to schedule the page to display at a later date,
you can change the date here and it will display when that date arrives (if
you want it to display early in the day then make sure the time is also
changed, otherwise it may not publish until the afternoon, depending on
the time shown).
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Creating a Members-only section
A members-only section can be created by
adding a page and setting it to be password
protected.
Once you have created the Page, a password
can be added in the Publish box, by clicking
“edit” next to the Visibility option.
Click on the ‘Password protected’ entry and then
type a password into the box before clicking the
OK button.
Please use a strong password, we recommend:
•

minimum of 12 characters

•

mix of upper and lower case

•

minimum 1 number

•

minimum 1 other character eg. #

And it should not include either ‘Soroptimist’ or
the club name!

There are a few things to be aware of:
1. You need to put a password on each page in the members area –
sub-pages of a password protected page are not automatically
password-protected.
2. The same password CAN be used for each page in the members area.
3. When going from one page to another in the members area, you will
not be asked to enter the password again to look at different pages if
the same password has been used for each page.
4. There is no “log out” option, so once someone has entered the
password on one computer, even if they close the site and return to it
later, it may not ask for a password in order to view the members pages.
However, be assured that they are password-protected so nonmembers (on other computers) will not be able to look at them.
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Editing an existing Page
To view all the pages within your site, select “All Pages” from the left hand
navigation page in the dashboard (if the menu is expanded), OR (if the
menu is closed) move the cursor over the word “Pages” and select “All
Pages” from the pop up menu.

When you move your cursor over one of the items on the list, several options
will appear underneath the page title. To edit a page simply click on the
page title.
You can then amend the text or other content by following the instructions
in the relevant section according to whether you are using Classic Mode
(page 15) or WPBakery (page 18). Adding Images, PDF downloads, links
and general editing tips are all dealt with in later chapters of this document.
For advice on using the Publish and Page Attributes sections of the page,
see page 28.
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Deleting a Page
Important!
Never delete a published page unless you have only just published it and
then find you are unhappy with it. Please see page 10 for how to handle
pages you no longer need.
If the page does still need to be deleted, and after any necessary redirect
has been implemented, you can either
1) click All Pages to bring up the list of pages, hover over the specific page
and select trash from the options that appear:

Or
2) from within the specific page, select “Move to trash” from the Page
Options section in the right hand pane.

Either of these options will delete the page and put it in the trash (you can
always restore it from the trash if you accidentally delete a page or post
etc).
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Recovering a deleted page
If you have accidentally moved a page to Trash and want to restore it, click
on ALL PAGES, and you will see two, three or four options for types of pages
to view: All, Published, Draft and Trash (the number in brackets is the number
of pages you will see if that option is selected, and if there are no pages in
draft format or in the Trash the option will not be visible).

Click on Trash, and on the resulting list put your cursor over the page that
you want to restore. The options to “delete permanently” and “restore” will
be displayed. Select “Restore”.
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Permanently deleting multiple pages

Note: you cannot restore pages that have been deleted permanently.

To permanently delete all pages, enter the trash as above and click the box
next to each page you wish to permanently delete to tick it. Click on the
down arrow next to the box which is displaying “bulk actions” and select
“Delete Permanently” from the list. Click “Apply” to delete all the ticked
pages permanently.

You can permanently delete individual pages by hovering over the page
concerned and clicking “Delete Permanently” from the options displayed,
and you can click “Empty Trash” to permanent delete all the files in Trash.
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Posts
Posts should be used for items of news, blogs and diary events. The posts are
displayed in chronological order, usually with the newest post at the top.
Therefore, if you want diary events to appear in the order in which they will
occur rather than the date published, you need to edit the date of
publication (see page 44 for how to do this).
Posts are very important in gaining and keeping ‘reputation’ for your site in
search engines, as well as being an easy way to publish news etc which
may be of interest to members/potential members etc.

Categories
Posts are held within “categories”, and you can have different categories
for different types of information (e.g. news, club events, blog, charity
events) or perhaps to just break down your news into chunks by year etc.
When a visitor clicks on the category name when viewing the website, they
see all the posts in the category listed and can then go to any that look
interesting. You can also scroll between all the posts in a category using the
“Previous” and “Next” buttons.
It is not a good idea to have too many categories or to have just one post in
a category (if a category only has one post, then consider creating a page
to hold the information, and delete the category).
Do not create a category that has no posts in it. This will display on your
website, but when people click on it, they will see a “File not Found” error
message.

Adding New Categories
You can create additional post
categories by moving the cursor
over the word “Posts” in the
Dashboard menu and selecting
“Categories” from the drop-down
menu.
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The four sections in the left hand
section of the resulting screen
should be completed as follows:
Name – the category name
should be such that there is
scope for adding different
posts to it. The category
“News” already exists, so there
is no need to create this
category. Other categories
could be Diary (with details of
forthcoming events on different
posts) or Programme Action
(with details of activities
undertaken by your Club on
different posts).
Slug – This is how the category
will appear as part of the full
website address when the
category is viewed. It will be completed automatically for a new
Category, but you can change it at this stage if you want. This should
normally be the same as the Category name, which is straightforward for
one-word categories (eg diary) but for two or more word categories, the
words need to be separated by a hyphen (eg programme-action). No
capital letters or spaces should be used.
Parent – the default is “none” and should not normally be altered.
Description – this is not mandatory
When the Name and Slug fields have been completed click the “Add New
Category” button. Then create some posts to use the new category.
Reminder You must create a category before you can add posts to it, BUT do not create a category
that has no posts to go in it, because it will produce an error message on your website.
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Editing Categories
To make changes to existing categories, open the Categories list and click
on the name of the category you need to change.

You can change the category name, slug, and parent category. You can
also add or edit the Description, but this is not really necessary.

When finished, scroll down to the bottom and click on the ‘Update’ button.
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Adding Posts
You can view all posts in your website using the left-hand navigation bar by
clicking “All Posts”. Adding a post is the same as adding a page with
regards to content, with a number of differences in the options which need
to be looked at before publishing.

To add a post, move your Cursor over “Posts” in the LH menu and select
“Add New” from the pop up menu or click on “Posts” then on the “Add
New” button.

Start by choosing which Editor you wish to use – Classic, Backend
(WPBakery) or Frontend, see pages 11 - 18for further information.
Enter a title for the post, keep it
to a few words and avoid
inserting dates/year (as this will
be added as part of your
published date). If at all
possible, frame it as a question.
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Then add post details and items such as pictures, links etc (see instructions
for specific editors earlier and images etc later).
Once you are
happy with the
content, you
can check how
it will look by
clicking on the
‘Preview’ button
in the top right.

Then before publishing select the appropriate settings in the right hand
pane:
•

Select the category you wish it to appear in. If
you publish it before you select a category it
will be given an “uncategorized” label and you
need to edit the post later to fix it.

•

Add some Tags (see more detailed information
in the Tags section on page 40)

•

Add a featured image, ideally bigger than
500px X 500px. If you do not add a featured
image, a default featured image of the Blue SI
logo will appear.

When you are happy with the content, category,
featured image etc then click on the ‘Publish’ button
to make the post live.

Note: If you forget to assign the correct category or
do not add a featured image, you can edit the post
and give it a category or change the featured
image etc at any time.
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Editing / Deleting posts
Important!
Never delete a published Post unless you have only just published it and
then find you are unhappy with it. Please see page 10 for how to handle
Posts you no longer need.
To edit an existing post, move the cursor over “Posts” in the LH menu and
select “All Posts” from the pop up menu. This will bring up the full list of posts.
Click on the name of the post you want to edit. You can then make
changes to any of the contact, categories, tags etc in the same way as
when adding a new post.

If the Post does need to be deleted, and after any necessary redirect has
been implemented, you can either:
from the overview
page “All Posts”
move the mouse
over the details
for the post and
select “Trash”
from the options
that appear.
Or from within the post itself, in
the publish box select “MOVE
TO TRASH”.
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Use of Tags
Online references:
•

http://en.support.wordpress.com/posts/tags

•

http://en.support.wordpress.com/posts/categories-vs-tags/

What are tags?
Tags provide a useful way to group related posts together and to quickly tell
readers what a post is about. Tags also make it easier for people to find your
content. Tags are like, but more specific than, categories.
The use of tags is completely optional but does help the user in terms of
finding related content because content can be sorted and browsed,
grouped by tags as opposed to being displayed chronologically (as is the
default in the News section for example).
Tagging also helps with Search Engine Optimisation (SEO), especially if used
in conjunction with SEO plugins (the SIGBI site is currently being developed
with such plugins).
Tags are like categories, but they are generally used to describe your post in
more detail. Whereas categories can have a hierarchy, tags cannot – they
exist and have no set relationship to anything else (remember though, a
single tag can be attached to unlimited posts and pages – just make sure
that it is relevant).

General tagging tips
•

Tags must always be highly relevant to your content.

•

Keep tags short – 1-3 words maximum.

•

Tags should be referenced multiple times. If you have a tag that is
only referenced by one or two items, it isn’t relevant enough to your
blog and should be deleted.

•

When it comes to naming tags, choose consistent capitalization or
lowercase, otherwise more than one tag may be created for the
same phrase.

•

Try not to over tag, have a maximum of around 10 tags if possible.

•

Don’t tag for the sake of it.
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How to add tags
You can add tags through the individual post/page edit screen, or by using
the Quick Edit feature in the list of post /pages.

Adding Tags via the Tags Module
You can assign and/or add
new tags to posts before or
after you publish them using
the Post Tags module to the
bottom right of the post
editor:

You can add tags one at a
time by clicking the Add
button or hitting the
Enter/Return key on your keyboard after
typing each tag. Or you can add multiple
tags at a time by separating them with a
comma as you type.

To remove a tag from the post, click the
small X icon next to the tag.

To choose from your most commonly used
tags, click Choose from the most used tags.
Then, click on the tags you want to assign to
the post.
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Adding Tags via the Dashboard
You can add new tags and manage existing ones from
Posts -> Tags in your dashboard.

You will be presented with a list of your existing tags and a method of
adding new tags.

You can add a new tag by filling out the fields:

Name : Tag name.

Slug: This is the URL version of the Tag Name.
Words should be lowercase and separated
with a hyphen.

Description: Optional description of tag.
Click on the ‘Add New Tag’ button.
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Managing Tags
The Posts -> Tags page in your dashboard shows a list of tags you’ve used,
as well as the name and number of posts belonging to each tag. If you
move your mouse over a tag a set of options
will appear allowing you to edit, quick edit, or
delete that tag:
If you click on Quick Edit the tag will change into an edit box and you can
rename the tag quickly:

If you click on Edit you will be taken to a separate page where you can edit
the name and description. This functions the same as in adding a tag.
Clicking on Delete will delete that tag.

Bulk Actions

If you have a lot of tags that you want to delete, you
can use the bulk actions feature. Select each tag
you want to delete using the checkbox to the left of
the tag name.

If you want to select all tags click the checkbox at the
top:
From the bulk actions menu select Delete and then click
Apply. The tags will be deleted.
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Pages and Posts - Quick Edit

When you click “All Pages” or “All Posts” and then hover over the page/post
you want to edit, one option is to “quick edit” the item. If you click on this
option, the page/post section expands to include some options that can be
quickly amended (NB to change the content of the item you need to edit it
‘properly’ by clicking on the item title to go to the page/post editing screen).

The items that can be amended using Quick Edit for both Pages and Posts are:
a) Page/Post Title
b) Slug (URL or Web address) – this is simply the page title in lower case, with
hyphens (-) separating each word. If you change the Page/Post Title you
could also change the slug, but only do this if it really is necessary eg. the
description is totally wrong and if the Page/Post hasn’t been published yet.
Once a Page/Post has been published, changing the slug has the same
effect as deleting the item and creating a new one so far as search
engines are concerned – so please avoid doing this. See page 10 for
further information on deletions.
c) Date
d) Author
e) Password (or remove the password altogether if the item is to be made
public)
f) Tags
g) Status (published or draft).
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For Pages only:

h) Parent page
i) Page order (if you have a number of pages or sub-pages to put into a
certain order, it is much better to use the Quick Edit method rather than
entering each page in turn to change the page order, but NB: the change
of page order won’t be seen until you refresh the page
j) Template
For Posts only:

k) Categories
l) Post Type
m) ‘Sticky’ – click the ‘make this post sticky’ box to keep this one at the top of
the blog posts even after new ones are published.
Once you have made any changes, click the ‘Update’ button or use the
‘Cancel’ to close without changes.
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Images
Prepare images
Images can be used in both pages and posts, which is why it is a separate
chapter in this guide. There are two ways of uploading images: from within the
page/post in which you want to insert them, or directly into the media library.
Whichever method you use, you should always make sure that the images
have been suitably prepared beforehand:
•

Give them a sensible name - when pictures are taken on cameras and
uploaded to computers, they are given reference numbers. Always
rename them to something appropriate.

•

Ensure they are a suitable format - JPEGs (.jpg), GIF files (.gif) or PNG files
(.png).

•

Make sure that they are a suitable size and shape for where you are
using them. If your image is too small, it may be expanded by the site
and look fuzzy, and if it is too large or the wrong shape it may be
cropped unpredictably leaving a less than ideal shot on the screen
o Standard images in a blog or page: around 1200 x 900 pixels, up to
1920 pixels maximum
o Header image: minimum 1200 x 300 pixels, up to 1920 x 480
maximum
o Featured image: 500 x 500

•

If necessary upload more than one version of the same image eg. a very
wide one to use as a header image, a square one for the featured
image on blog posts.

Media Library
The Media Library holds all the images and other items such as PDFs which
have ever been uploaded to your site. They are displayed in date order, and
you can use the search box to look for any particular items or topics.
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From here, you could edit an existing image eg. to change the name, add
metadata such as Alternative Text and Description, or to delete the item
completely. You can also edit the image itself – see page 57.

Uploading an image

From the Media Library
Open the Media Library and click on the ‘Add New’ button at the top. On the
next screen, click the central ‘Select Files’ button.
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Navigate to
the relevant
folder on your
computer and
select the
images you
want, then
click the
‘Open’ button.

Once the images
have been
uploaded, click
on the Edit link at
the end of the first
one to insert
additional
Metadata.
You should always
enter some
Alternative Text and
a Description, you
can also change
the Image Title if
you want to make it
more meaningful.
When finished, click
on the ‘Update’
button.
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Once the first image has been updated, click on
the X at the top of the tab/page for this item to
close it and return to the list of new images, ready
to do the same again for the next image.
When you’ve edited the details on the full batch
of new images you can click on the Media
Library option on the main menu to see the
revised library.

Within a Page/Post – Classic Editor
In Classic editor, create a new Page or Post. Click the ‘Add Media’ button.
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Then click on the ‘Upload Files’ tab to see the Select Files screen.

Click the ‘Select Files’ button and navigate to the relevant folder on your
computer, select your image then click the ‘Open’ button.

This will upload the image and leave you in the Media Library, where you
should enter some Alternative Text and a Description etc down the right hand
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side before clicking on the ‘Insert into Page’ button.

You can now
see the image
on the page.
Click on the
image to see
the editing
toolbar.

You can use the buttons on the toolbar to position the image – left with text
wrapping, centred, right with text wrapping, left no wrap.
You can remove the image by clicking on the X at the end of the toolbar.
Click on the pencil icon to see more options, including the positioning items,
the size of the image on the page, and what you want to happen when a
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visitor clicks on the image (generally Media File or Custom URL are most useful):
•

None – nothing will happen

•

Media File – the full size image will open

•

Attachment Page – open another page you have created with detailed
information about that image

•

Custom URL – a website address, perhaps another page on your site or a
direction to another relevant website

After making any changes, click the ‘Update’
button.

You can add further images in the same way in Classic mode, but you can get
some more visually appealing results by switching to the Backend/WPBakery
editor.
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Within a Page/Post – Backend Editor
In the
Backend/WPBakery
editor, create a new
Page or Post.
Click the ‘Add Element’
button.

Select Single
Image.

In the Single Image Settings box use the + button under Image
to select the image from the Media Library or upload it from
your computer.
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Then click on the ‘Upload Files’ tab to see the Select Files screen.

Click the ‘Select Files’ button and navigate to the relevant folder on your
computer and select your image then click the ‘Open’ button.

This will upload the image and leave you in the Media Library, where you
should enter some Alternative Text and a Description etc down the right hand
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side before clicking on the ‘Set Image’ button at the bottom.

After you have selected the image, you may scroll down inside the Single
Image Settings box to find useful options for various settings.

Image Size - There are four size options: full size, large, medium, thumbnail.
Depending on the size of your picture when you uploaded it, all options may
not be available for the image in question, and the sizes shown against each
available option will vary. Note: You need to type what you want, this isn’t a list
to select by clicking.
Caption: the image will be displayed inside a frame, with the caption
underneath the picture.
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Alignment options – these are a drop down list to select your choice
None: the text does not wrap around the picture and the picture is at the LH
side
Left: the picture is to the left of the text, which wraps around the picture
Right: the picture is to the right of the text, which wraps around the picture
Center: the picture is centred on the page, but the text does not wrap around
it.

On click action: choose what happens when a
visitor clicks on the image.
None: nothing.
Link to large image: open up a large version of
the image, replacing the page being viewed.
Open PrettyPhoto: this opens a large version in a
separate screen over the top of the page being
viewed (a good choice).

Open custom link: enter a web page URL to open up another page on your
site or an external site.
When you are happy with the settings, click the ‘Save changes’ button.
For further tips on adding images via WP Bakery, see:
•

https://wpbakery.com/video-academy/add-edit-image-wpbakerypage-builder-wordpress/
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Editing Images through the Media Library
You can edit a picture in the Media Library, which will then retain the changes
made when inserted into a page or post at a later date.

In the Media Library, open the
picture you wish to edit.

Click the “Edit Image” button
beneath the picture.

You can then make
various changes to the
image.
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The main options on the editing toolbar
are:
•

Crop

•

Rotate left (turn through 90O)

•

Rotate right (turn through 90O)

•

Flip vertically (reverse the picture in an up-and-down manner)

•

Flip horizontally (reverse the picture in a left-to-right manner)

•

Undo a change

•

Redo a change

You can also make specific changes to the size
of the image, and select whether you want the
changes made to apply to all views of the
image, just the thumbnail view, or everything
except the thumbnail.

When you are happy with the changes made,
click on the ‘Update’ button.
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Featured Image
All Posts should make use of Featured Images – these are the smallish preview
image which appear on the summary pages for news and blog posts. It gives
an attractive appearance to the listings, as well as hinting at what the blog
post may contain. If an image is not set, the system will allocate a default
image which is the generic SIGBI logo in a blue box.

To add a featured image, navigate to posts, and edit
your post.

Scroll down to the bottom and click “Set Featured
Image” from the RH side Featured Image box:
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Once clicked, this brings up the same “uploading a picture” screen that you
are used to. Upload or select your desired picture from the Media Library, and
click the “Set featured image” button in the bottom right.

Finally click the ‘Update’ button to publish the post again with the featured
image in place.
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Media Grid
This is an attractive, interactive and responsive (mobile friendly) method of
displaying a number of images together on a page/post.

Edit an existing Page/Post or create a new one. If needed, click on the
‘Backend Editor’ button on the Editor strip to get into WPBakery Page Builder.

Select ‘Add element’, either

or
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Then choose ‘Media Grid’.

Inside the Media Grid Settings box Use the
+ button to add images from the Media Library. Select the
images you would like to use by clicking on each one
then click the ‘Add Images’ button.

Next select how the images should be displayed using the options presented in
the “General” tab.
To change the number of images
displayed on a single row, click on
the dropdown on the right side and
select the number you want (we
recommend three).
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To change the total number
of images that are being
displayed by default in the
grid use the options
presented in the dropdown
on the left side.

You can also
change the
spacing (gap)
between the
images by clicking
on the dropdown
next to Gap and
choosing a size.

When you are happy with all the settings, click the ‘Save changes’ button.

Then finish the work on your Page/Post and click on the
‘Publish’ or ‘Update’ button, as appropriate.
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Image Carousel
This is another way to show a number of images in an attractive manner, this
time as a slideshow (similar to the Royal Slider in the old system). Again, it
cannot be done in the Classic editor.
Edit an existing Page/Post or create a new one. If needed, click on the
‘Backend Editor’ button on the Editor strip to get into WPBakery Page Builder.

Select ‘Add element’, either

or

From the list, choose ‘Image Carousel’.
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Click on the + sign under the Images heading,
to select the images you want to display from
the Media Library.
Select the images you would like to use by
clicking on each one then click the ‘Add
Images’ button.

Next make some changes to the Image Carousel Settings, there are quite a
few but these are the ones you are likely to want to use most often:
Carousel size – type in either thumbnail, medium, large, or full size to specify
how big you want it to look on the page.
On click action – this should have defaulted to ‘Open prettyPhoto’, which is
the one to use.
Slider orientation – Horizontal would be normal, but you could try Vertical for a
change.
Slider speed – how long to wait before the slide moves on automatically, this is
measured in milliseconds so the default value of 5000 means 5 seconds.
Slider autoplay – if you want the pictures to slide along automatically, change
this to ‘On’.
Slider loop – do you want it to go back to the beginning and start again when
it finishes?
Click the ‘Save Changes’ button when you
have finished.
You can click the ‘Preview’ button to see the
Carousel in action.
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Header Image

All clubs started out with a background image in the header section of the
club home page and a black bar on other pages. You can change the image
header on your club home page and on any other page.
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The image used must be at least 1200px wide by 300px tall, to avoid being
pixelated.
Open the Page for editing (in either Classic of Backend/WPBakery) then scroll
down to the section ‘Page Options’ and select the ‘Title Wrapper’ link.

Scroll down a bit more to Background Image and click the ‘Upload’ button,
then select the image you want to use from the Media Library or upload it from
your computer.
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Once you select the image it will be displayed inside the Background Image
section. Scroll back up to the top of the screen and click the ‘Update’ button
to apply the changes.
Note – this is one change which you can’t actually see in Preview mode, you
need to Publish to see it. If you then don’t like it, just go back in and change or
Remove the image.
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Links on your Website
You should include links to other pages within your website and where possible
to other (good quality) external websites. For example, in a blog post you may
be describing a piece of work you have done to raise awareness of a particular
local issue. You can include an external link to the website of an organisation
you have been assisting or working with on the issue, and perhaps a local
newspaper article. You should always finish with a call to action and a
suggestion that the viewer could contact the club if they are interested in
finding out more about the work you do so a link to your Contact Us page is
good.
The process will be same on a Page or Post, and whether you are using Classic
or Backend/WPBakery editor.
Type your content,
then select the text
you wish to be linked
from and click on the
chain link button on
the tool bar.

Internal Links
In the box which appears, start typing
the name of the page you want from
your own website eg. “contact”, a list
of suggestions will appear as you type
and when you can see the one you
want just click to select it.
Then click the blue bent arrow button
to apply the link.

Click anywhere on the
page to close the link
editor.
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External Links
If you want to link out to an external site, you should set the link to open in a new
browser tab, so that visitors to YOUR site don’t lose your page when you send
them off to look at another site.
You can either type the full address directly into the link box OR browse to the
site in a separate browser screen and then copy the full URL from the address
bar at the top. Go to the linking box for the text you have prepared on your
page/post and paste the address.
Now click on the
cogwheel button for
the link options.

Click on the ‘Open link in a
new tab’ entry to put a tick
in the box.
Then click the ‘Update’
button, and finally click
anywhere on the page to
close the link editor

To change a link you have already inserted, click on the linked text in your
page/post and click on the pencil icon to edit or on the broken chain to
remove the link.
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PDFs / Documents
IMPORTANT - Documents on your website
You should never publish any items to your website in the form of Word
documents, Excel spreadsheets, PowerPoint presentations etc unless absolutely
necessary eg. if you need to provide a template for members to download
and use from your password-protected members area. For virtually all standard
uses, material should instead be published as a PDF. You could also save
PowerPoints as a video if you need to make them just ‘play’.
•

Security issues: Office-type documents are the target of many malware
attacks. Using a PDF is much safer.

•

Usability issues: you have no control over how the item will appear when a
visitor to your site clicks on the item. Do they have the same version of
Word, do they not have Word at all, maybe they are running on a Mac or
viewing on a mobile phone, all of which could handle such a document
differently or not at all. With a PDF, everyone will see it in exactly the same
way as you intended as all operating systems, browsers, devices etc
should know what to do with a PDF.

•

Integrity issues: if someone downloads an item as a Word document, it is
very easy for them to accidentally or deliberately change the content, so
you can’t be sure they are using/disseminating accurate information.

Creating PDFs
You can create PDFs using specialist software such as Adobe Acrobat
Professional, but in Windows 10 you can also create
a PDF from any program on your computer. This is
done by choosing to send your document etc to
print using the MICROSOFT PRINT TO PDF printer
instead of your normal printer.
For example, in Microsoft Word, you can select FILE
then PRINT.
Under the heading of Printer, click the downward
pointing triangle to see a list of all the printer options
and choose ‘Microsoft Print to PDF’.
Then click on the ‘Print’ button, and you will see the
standard boxes for giving the document a name and choosing where to file it.
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Tip: Once you’ve finished creating PDFs, don’t forget to choose your
normal printer again when you want to do some ‘real’ printing!
Maximum size of PDF document
PDF documents uploaded should be no larger than 7Mb. This is more than
ample size for most documents. If you have any issues, please contact the
Federation Office for assistance.

Creating a reduced size PDF
If you have an application which can edit PDFs (not just read them) eg. Adobe
Acrobat Professional, you can create a reduced size PDF, which will save
space in your Media Library, and may reduce the PDF from a non-loadable size
to a loadable size. Some other software packages may also offer this facility,
but unfortunately it is not available using Acrobat Reader.

Uploading PDFs
You can upload a PDF in the same way as adding an image into a page or
post, using the Add Media button, or you can add it directly to the media
library before you start.
From within
the
page/post,
click on the
‘Add Media’
button.

Select the
“Upload Files”
tab, then the
‘Select Files’
button to find
the PDF file
from your
computer.
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When you have found
the file that you want,
click on the ‘Open’
button.

After the document its
uploaded, you will be back on
the Add Media screen, the
PDF you have just uploaded
will already be selected.
On the right hand side there
are the file details. The title will
already be completed with
the filename, but you can
change this if required. Fill in
the File Description and then
click the “Insert into page (or
post)” button.
This will insert the text that is in the
Title of the PDF and automatically
link to the PDF from that text. You
can change the text to display
something more helpful or
appropriate simply by changing
the text on the page/post.
To change a link you have already
inserted, click on the linked text in
your page/post and click on the
pencil icon to edit or on the broken
chain to remove the link.
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Videos
Video Storage
The best way of putting videos onto your Club website is to set up a YouTube
channel (preferably in the name of your club, not in your own name) and load
the videos onto that. This means that they are not stored on your website, so
you do not use up your space allocation, and then you can either link to them,
so that visitors are taken away from your website to YouTube to watch the
video, or embed them into your website so that they can be run whilst the
visitor remains on your website.
You can set up a YouTube account by going to www.youtube.com and
clicking “Set up an Account”. It is best to follow the instructions that YouTube
provide for doing this, and for uploading your videos. The videos should be MP4
format, and the dimensions should be at least 610 pixels wide by 433 pixels high.
You can also save PowerPoint presentations as a video, including any with
embedded videos, and upload them to YouTube in the same way for use
within your website. (See the SiGBI Website Tutorials for guidance).
If you create a new YouTube account, you will initially be limited to uploading
videos with a maximum length of 15 minutes. However, follow the online
instructions to verify the account and you will be able to upload longer videos.

Linking to videos on YouTube
You can link to videos stored externally in the same way as any other website
links or PDFs etc. Firstly browse to the video in a separate browser screen and
then copy the full URL from the address bar at the top.
Or Open the YouTube video that you want to
link in your Web Browser and click on Share
(under the video).
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Click Copy in the popup that shows up.

To create a link from text on a page, type your content, then select the text
you wish to be linked from and click on the chain link button on the tool bar.
In the linking
box paste the
address of the
video from
YouTube.
Now click on
the cogwheel
button for the
link options.

Click on the ‘Open link in a new tab’ entry to
put a tick in the box.
Then click the ‘Update’ button, and finally click
anywhere on the page to close the link editor

You can also include a small image to represent the video, with the option to
click on the image and launch the video in the same way.
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Add the image in the normal way. For example, in Classic Editor within your
page/post, click the ‘Add Media’ button.
Select the image you wish to
use then scroll down in the
right hand section to the
bottom area for
‘Attachment Display
Settings’.
Next to ‘Link to:’ click on the
down button next to Media
File and choose ‘Custom Url’.

In the box under ‘Custom Url’ paste the address of the YouTube video, then
click the ‘Insert into Page’ button.

Back on your Page, select the
new image and then click on
the pencil icon to edit the
settings.
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Make sure that the
image has some
Alternative Text at the
top.
If you want a Caption
under the image on
the page, enter some
text here.
Finally, most
importantly, click to
put a tick into the
‘Open link in a new
tab’ box.
Then click on the
‘Update’ button.

Embedding videos from YouTube into your website
In the Classic Editor, this is
easily achieved by simply
pasting the URL address of
the video directly onto
your page or post.
Once the link has been
pasted, a ‘video’ screen
will appear on the page.
This will be full-width, there
is no control over this
aspect in Classic mode.
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If you want more control over how the video appears on your page, use the
Backend/WPBakery editor.

Select ‘Add Element’.
Select Video Player from the list of available elements.
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Paste the link to the video in the Video link text box.

You can also make some other changes here eg. to put a title on the page for
this item and also change the width. Click the ‘Save Changes’ button when
you’ve finished.
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General Editing Tips
Pasting text from Word
It is often sensible to prepare the content for a new page/post in advance so
you can finetune the words etc. This can then be easily copied into the
page/post screen for your site. However, content from Microsoft Word can
bring extra formatting codes behind the scenes which may result in issues if this
ends up on a web page, so you should always copy simple plain text and
perform all formatting on the text after it is pasted into the page/post.
In the Backend/
WPBakery editor,
click ‘Add Element’
to get started.

And select the ‘Text
Block’ item.

When the Text Block opens
(containing dummy content) click on
the tab for ‘Text’ in the top right.
Paste your content in this window use CTRL + V to paste or right click
and select ‘paste’.
Once text is added, click the ‘Visual’
tab to carry on editing and formatting your content.
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Pictures cannot be copied from Word and pasted onto your website – always
upload the JPEG (or other allowable formats – see section on Images – page
46).

Using Bold/Italics
You can format text using the editor as you would in Microsoft Word or similar
applications – highlight the text and then select the B, or I option in the editor to
change as appropriate.

Bulleted/numbered lists
Type a list of
items, then
highlight them
and select
bullets or
numbering as
required from
the editor
toolbar.

To un-bullet select the list and click the bullet/number button again to remove
the formatting.
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Indenting paragraphs
Highlight the paragraph(s) to be indented, and click the “Indent” button. The
right button indents the text, and can be clicked several times to further indent
the text. To undo an indent, click the left of the two buttons.

Choosing Font Size
The font sizes have been predefined within the WordPress template in use for
Club Websites. However, you can choose to change these by clicking the
down arrow as indicated. Do try to be consistent with the font sizes in use.

These are the main editing features you will use but do have a look at the other
options available. For example, you can centre or right-justify text, or choose a
different font colour etc.
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Working with Tables
Tables are often useful to lay text out on a Page in a specific structured layout of
columns and rows eg. a schedule of meeting dates and venues for the coming
year, or the names etc of your management team.
You could use them in Posts as well, but the type of material being presented is
probably more suited to a Page.

Tables in Classic Editor
There is no specific menu option or tool for tables in Classic, but they can be
quickly and easily achieved using copy and paste from Word.
In Word (or a similar package), create your table containing the required number
of columns and rows. Then hover over the table until you see a small cross in the
top left corner.

Click on the cross, and the whole table will be selected.

Copy this using your normal copy method (eg. Ctrl + C, or right click and choose
Copy, or go to the page toolbar at the top and click on Copy).
Then go to the Page in Classic Editor
and paste it (Ctrl+ V, or right click and
Paste).
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This will give you a table with faint
outlines and the number of
columns and rows you wanted.
You can now fill this in with
content and use the normal
formatting tools to apply bold,
colours etc to the text.

To make changes to the structure of the table eg. add or remove columns and
rows, you will need to get your hands a little bit dirty with the code behind the
scenes. Start by clicking on the ‘Text’ tab at the top right of the editor page.

This will show you the HTML view of the page.
All the bits between angled brackets < > are called HTML tags, these tell a web
browser what to do with the text in this file, and they are usually in pairs with a
start and end for each one.
A complete blank row in a 3 column table would be something like
<tr>
<td width="200">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="200">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="200">&nbsp;</td>
</tr>
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And the same row now with some content in the cells:
<tr>
<td width="200"><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td width="200"><strong>Place</strong></td>
<td width="200"><strong>Speaker or Topic</strong></td>
</tr>

So if you want to add another column, you need to add a line of text for say
<td width="50">&nbsp;</td>

into each <tr> block using copy and paste, putting it where you want the new
column to appear eg.
<tr>
<td width="200">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="200">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="200">&nbsp;</td>
</tr>

A new row works in a similar way, you need to copy a whole <tr> to </tr> section
and insert it wherever you want the new row – between two others or at the end
etc.
To remove a column, in the code in the Text tab carefully delete the appropriate
batch of <td width="50">&nbsp;</td> from the same spot in each row group.
To remove a full row, delete the relevant whole <tr> to </tr> section.
Just be careful not to delete any of the other < > codes or split any pairs up.
If you find that it all seems to have gone squiffy when looking at the Visual tab,
DON’T PANIC! Hit the undo button to roll back any changes you have made and
try again.

FINAL NOTE – you can do some merging of cells etc in Word before you copy
and paste the table across. The resulting code can be rather more complicated
to edit though….
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Tables in Backend/WPBakery Page Builder
If you thought editing code in Classic mode for tables was fiddly, wait till you see
what you need to do in Backend/WPBakery!
Start by
opening the
relevant Page
or Add a new
one and insert
a Title etc.
Then when
you are ready
to add the
table, click
the ‘+’ button
to ‘Add
Element’.

Select the ‘Row’ element.

Next we need to add a table
element INTO this row, so
click on the + button which is
grey on white (not the very
bottom one which is white on
grey.)
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Choose the ‘Fancy Box Table’
element – if you are struggling
to see it, try using the search
box in the top right.

The Fancy Box table settings will
appear. There is only one setting - if
you want the first row of the table to
be a ‘heading’ click the “Header?” to
yes (set to no as default).
Then click “Save Changes”.
You now have an empty table, but no
columns or rows as yet.
To add a column to
the “Fancy Box Table”
click the ‘+’ icon within
the table element.

The ‘Add Element’ screen appears at the
top, but there is only one item in the list this
time – just click on ‘Fancy Box Cell’ to
select it.
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No changes to make on this one, just click on
the ‘Save changes’ button.

Now we have an empty cell in the table, we
need to give a job by adding an element to
contain some text.
Click the ‘+’ icon in the middle of the Fancy Box Cell.

Then select a ‘Text Block’ element from
the list.

Add some text to be placed in the first
cell. Then click “Save Changes”.
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To create another
column and cell, you
can clone (copy) the
first cell by clicking the
clone icon.

You now have two
identical cells (columns)
in the table.
If you want a 3-column
table, click the clone
button again.

Then, edit the contents
of the 2nd and 3rd ones by
clicking on the pencil edit
icon for the TEXT BLOCK
(not the cell).

Enter whatever the text should be in these headings,
and click on the ‘Save changes’' button’.
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Once you have the
number of columns
required, you need to
add a new Row.
The easiest way is to
clone the first “Fancy
Box Table” – click the
clone icon on the table
heading.

This gives you a second
table with exactly the
same content and
settings.
It’s probably a good
idea at this point to
change the settings on
the second one so that it
doesn’t contain a
header row. Click on the
edit icon for the second
Fancy Box Table.

Click to turn the Header? Item off, then ‘Save
changes’.
You can now edit the contents of each TEXT BLOCK in
each of the Fancy Box Cells in the second table.
For more rows, clone the last Fancy Box Table and then
edit the content of the TEXT BLOCK in each Fancy Box
Cell.
Continue in the same way to fill your table, click
Preview to see it.
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Club Menu
‘Parent’ and ‘Page Order’ settings
Previously, the menu structure for your club website was governed entirely by the
options selected in the Attributes for each page ie. selecting a parent for the
current page and giving it a number to specify the order of pages within a submenu group.
These attributes should still be set (or the Parent option at least) in order for the list
displayed under the Pages item on the dashboard to be presented in a logical
manner for you to work with them. However, when you publish a new page it will
not appear on the website menu until you take some further steps to edit the
Club Menu.

Editing the Menu
From the Dashboard left side menu, click on
‘Appearance’ then ‘Menus’.
This opens the Edit Menus screen, where you
can make a number of changes including:
•

Reorder items

•

Rename items

•

Remove items

•

Add new items (pages, posts or post
categories)

(see page 93 for how to move etc).
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The indentation displays the live site menu hierarchy eg. in this example
“President’s Welcome” is a sub menu item of “About Our Club”, “Management
Team” is a sub-item of “Who we Are” which in turn is a sub-item of “About Our
Club”. In other words:

• About Our Club
• President’s Welcome
• Who we Are
o Management Team

Once you have made any changes to the menu, to save the new version click
the ‘Save Menu’ button (right hand side, top or bottom).

If you make changes but don’t want to save them eg. if you move things around
a bit but decide you’re not happy with the result, simply leave this section without
saving the changes. You can click on any other option from the left side menu
and then click the ‘Leave Page’ button on the warning box.
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Reorder Menu Item
To change the order of items in your menu, select the item you would
like to move by hovering over the item until a cross arrow icon appears.

To move the item up or down, left click on the item and drag it up or down,
release the mouse button when you have it in the right place.
To change the hierarchy ie. to make an item a ‘parent’ or a ‘child’ of another,
drag it to the left (for a parent) or to the right (for a child).

Add Menu Item
To add new items into your menu, use the “Add menu item” section (left hand
panel) to select a page you would like to add by clicking on the checkbox next
to it, then click the “Add to menu” button.

The selected item will be added to the bottom of your menu. Drag the new item
up to where you would like that item to be placed in your menu.
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Edit Menu Item Name
To edit the name of an existing menu item, locate the item to edit and click the
downward arrow on the right.

More options will appear.

Change the menu item name in the
“Navigation Label” box, then press
the upward arrow at the right.
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Remove Existing Menu Item
To remove an existing menu item, locate the item you would like to remove and
click the downward arrow.

Click on “Remove” (in red text), the item will be deleted from the menu although
the page will still exist.
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Club Homepage
Homepage Key Elements
At the transfer point from the old SIGBI Sites system, a new Homepage was
created for each club site which will have varied slightly depending on what your
club had done on the old site, but which contains some standard elements
across all clubs.

A
B

F

D

G

C

H

E
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A - Header Block
This contains a standard heading including your club name together with a
default background image. The image can be changed using the instructions
given on page 66.
B – Intro Title and C – Intro Text
These may be together in a single block, or split into two as shown here.
Instructions for editing are on page 99.
D – Recent Activity
If present, this will be a media grid featuring a selection of photos from your
club/region. If you previously had a collection of images on your homepage or a
Royal Slider, these will have been converted into the Media Grid shown. If you
did not have a similar feature previously then there was nothing to convert and
so this section may be blank or missing entirely. You can edit or add this using the
instructions on page 99.
E – Recent Club News
If your old site included blog posts, then you will have the most recent four posts
featured on the homepage under this section. If the posts have a usable
Featured Image then that will be displayed with the post summary, otherwise it
will be a default blue SIGBI logo. This section can be changed or added (p. 99).
F – Club Menu
This will always appear in the same spot at the top of the right hand section. The
navigation shown here is based on the structure transferred over, but you can
make a lot of changes to it using the instructions on page 91.
G – Social Media block
If you had previously linked your club Facebook page to your website, the item
here will reflect your most recent posts. If not, it will show the SIGB Facebook feed
by default. Instructions to change this and add different feeds will be issued
shortly.
H – Recent Posts
The final section at the bottom right simply gives the titles of the last few blog
posts on your site.
Items in the right hand panel (F. Club Menu, G. Social Media, H. Recent Posts)
can be adjusted for content but not overall positioning etc. Items B. Intro Title to
E. Recent News can be fully edited, added, removed and moved around.
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Editing the Homepage
From your dashboard,
open the Pages list
and then click to edit
the page which is
designated as the
‘Front Page’.

Make sure that you are using
the Backend/WPBakery Editor.
(see page 13

The sections you can
edit on your own page
will be shown as a list
of elements.

B+C
Intro Title and
Intro text

For example:
Here we have the Intro
Title and Text in one
text box in one row.
Next is another row
containing two
elements for the
Recent Activity
heading and then the
Media Grid.

D – Recent
Activity, heading
and media grid

Finally another row
containing two
elements for the
Recent News heading
and Posts Grid.

E – Recent News,
heading and
posts grid
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All of these elements can be edited, moved, added to etc. Your own club
Homepage may have them in a different order, or may show the Intro Title and
Intro Text in two separate elements, or may have additional sections with further
Text Boxes etc. The same principles apply no matter the configuration.

Intro Title and Intro Text
Hover over the Intro section and click on the edit icon in the green Text Block tool
bar.

The Text Block Settings screen
will appear, where you can
add and delete content, apply
formatting etc in the normal
way. When you have finished
editing, click the ‘Save
Changes’ button.
(Don’t forget to use Heading 2
format for the Intro Title.)

Recent Activity and Recent News Headings
These two sections probably show a separate ‘Liquid Fancy Heading’ element for
each. Again, hover over the item you want to change then click the edit icon in
the green Liquid Fancy Heading tool bar.
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A similar settings screen will
appear where you can
change the heading you
want to appear for this
section, and click ‘Save
Changes’ when finished.

Media Grid
To edit the pictures or the way your media grid is displayed, hover over the
element and then
click the edit icon
in the green Media
Grid tool bar.
The Media Grid
Settings box will
appear.

To delete individual
photos from the grid,
click the X in the
middle of the image.
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To add new photos, click the + sign in the empty photo square,
then select images from the Media Library and click the ‘Add
Images’ button.

To change the ordering of the photos,
hover over the one you want to move
until the four headed arrow cursor
appears, then drag the image to the
desired location.

You can change the number of
images displayed by default by typing
a number in this box.

And the number of images in a row by
clicking on the arrow at the end of this
box.

Or the gap between them by clicking
on the arrow at the end of this box.

When you’re happy, click the ‘Save
changes’ button.
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Posts Grid
To edit the posts (Recent News) grid, hover over the element and then click the
edit icon in the
green Post Grid
tool bar.
The Post Grid Settings box will appear.
There are lots of options in these settings,
but these are the main ones you may be
interested in.

If you wish to change the number of
posts displayed on the homepage, type
the number you want into this box
(current default is 4).
To change the number of columns for
the posts grid, select a number by
clicking on the arrow at the end of this
box.
Or change the gap between them by
clicking on the arrow at the end of this
box.

When you’re happy, click the ‘Save
changes’ button.
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Change the Order
If you have several elements and rows on the Homepage, you can change the
order in which they are displayed by dragging and dropping the sections around
in Backend editor.
For example, you may want the ‘Recent News’ (Posts) to appear BEFORE the
‘Recent Activity’ (Media Grid).
Hover over the left top
corner of the row which
includes the Recent
Activity heading and
Media Grid, so that the
cursor changes to a four-headed arrow.
Click and drag the whole block down to below the Post Grid row, then release
the mouse.

You can add additional rows and elements to the Homepage if you wish in the
same way as any other page, so just follow the relevant instructions for the type
of item you wish to include – you will probably need to stick with using the
Backend/WPBakery editor for this work.
If your old site didn’t have any blog posts, once you have created some posts
you can then add a new row and two elements for a Liquid Fancy Heading and
a Post Grid in order to have this section added to your Homepage.
If your old site didn’t include a collection of photos on the Homepage, you can
again insert a new row and two elements for a Liquid Fancy Heading and a
Media Grid in order to include this section on your new Homepage.
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